America, Practice What You Preach!
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There's an old saying that comes from the Bible, 'What goes around comes around'.
What a man sows, that shall he also reap. I think the U.S. is reaping tragedy in
Iraq for sowing its double standard and hypocrisy towards Israel in its time of
tragedy.

I've grown weary of hearing the same old worn phrases from the U.S. when
it comes to Israel dealing with the terrorist murderers who kill its women
and children with impunity. The DEMAND that Israel show RESTRAINT
towards these murderers, along with the other cliché peace slogans directed
towards Israel are disgusting and an insult to free people everywhere. I've
no doubt the call for restraint on Israel is so that Israel will not win this latest
Islamic war to destroy Israel.
Since the Oslo signing in 91' Israel has not had a day of peace, but many
days of restraint that has only encouraged more terrorism. Maybe it's time
for the U.S. and it's FAILED policy makers to butt out, shut up and get the
hell out of the way and allow Israel to soundly defeat the Palestinian enemy.
It's only after a complete TOTAL defeat that the enemies desire to wage
terror and war is crushed. Why do the bona fide idiots in Washington not
understand this? Maybe they do, they just don't want their Arab allies to
suffer another devastating defeat, so they hinder Israel from winning at
every opportunity.
The U.S., by the same pathetic 'RESTRAINT' reasoning should show
restraint to the poor Iraqi's of Fallujah who are deprived of good jobs and
only took their rightful frustrations out on the four more prosperous and
employed SUV drivers. I think the U.S. government should surrender U.S.
land to appease these angry folks. It's easy to surrender somebody else’s
land.
Maybe $87 billion dollars is not enough to tame the Islamic heart, how about
upping the amount to $300 billion? You know how the U.S. dollar is the
cure, the answer, for whatever ails the planet. Money, money, money;
everyone's got a price.
The freedom, democracy export to Iraq has only made it possible for Iraq to
become another RADICALIZED ISLAMIC country like it's neighbor Iran.
That’s the truth about U.S. intervention in Iraq that we conservatives are
afraid to face.
The hypocrisy of our government when it hinders Israel from defeating the

Palestinian Terrorist Authority is unforgivable. This drive of the U.S. to
reward the Islamic Front Line Armies with Israeli land will only lead to a
more sever and catastrophic all out war and not peace.
Is the U.S. setting the stage for Armageddon? I think so! The Chinese and
Russians want a bigger piece of the shrinking Middle East oil pie and will
not permit the U.S. to succeed in Iraq. These blind American policy leaders
are truly leading the U.S. to disaster and Israel to major calamity. We've
told Israel for too long, restraint. What goes around comes around, and it's
coming to our soldiers in Iraq on a daily basis. Israel is the proving ground.
When dealing with Islam's goal of world domination the solution is NOT
restraint.
Shalom,

Marcel

